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IN MEMORIAM:
MELVIN P. MOORHOUSE
1912–1979

One of Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha’s most active and dedicated members, Melvin P. (Mel) Moorhouse, passed away on May 28, 1979. Upon his arrival at Wichita State University in 1957 as Director of Forensics, Mel became Delta Sigma Rho chapter sponsor and served as a Vice-President of DSR from 1961 until the merger with Tau Kappa Alpha. He continued to serve as DSR-TKA sponsor until his retirement from teaching in December 1978.

For fifteen years, Mel was a member of the Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha National Council, serving as Governor of Region VII through 1978. After so many years of service to our organization, it was indeed fitting that the DSR-TKA Distinguished Service Award was presented to Mel Moorhouse at the National Conference held in 1975 at the University of Kentucky.

Mel received his B.A. degree from Westminster College (Pa.) in 1935 and his M.A. from Ohio State in 1956. He had taught previously at Knoxville College and at Westminster before his 21 years of service at Wichita State, including 17 years as Director of Forensics, during which time his students won innumerable awards and honors including First Place in the National Debate Tournament in 1968.

One of the organizations to which Mel was most dedicated was the Missouri Valley Forensic League which he served as Executive Secretary for ten years until 1977 at which time he donated the Mel Moorhouse Traveling Plaque for the winner of the annual MVFL Oratory Contest. Mel was a charter member of the American Forensic Association, the President of the Kansas Speech Communication Association in 1975–76, and a past president of the Kansas Intercollegiate Debate League.

Although Mel retired from active forensics coaching in 1974, he continued to attend and judge at high school and college debate and forensics events including DSR-TKA National Conferences. In 1974 the former Shocker Tournament at Wichita State University was renamed the Mel Moorhouse Invitational Forensics in his honor.

Those of us fortunate enough to have known Mel are tremendously saddened by the loss of a valued colleague and staunch friend. He was a genuinely kind and compassionate person, devoted to his family, dedicated to his students and involved in the concerns of humanity. To all of us, whether we knew him personally or not, Mel leaves the legacy of a lifetime committed to the support and development of debate and forensic activities.
As the new president of Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha, my first words to you would be remiss if they were not to thank you sincerely for the unexpected honor this organization has conferred on me. Your faith in my ability to serve as president of this fraternity is greatly appreciated.

It would be equally remiss of me, however, if I were to fill this page with platitudes and lull us into a sense of complacency regarding the future of DSR-TKA. All too often in the past, DSR-TKA has been pleased to accept a complacent view of the fraternity and its future. But do we really have that much to be complacent about?

Let us face squarely some uncomfortable facts. First, our number of initiates has been declining for the past couple of years. An alarming number of our chapters have failed to initiate anyone for several years with the result that by now their “chapters” must consist solely of the sponsor and another faculty member or so. Perhaps even more alarming is the fact that some of these “ghost chapters” exist not only in schools that have ceased to maintain forensic programs, but also in institutions that are among the most forensically prominent in the country. In these latter instances, no lack of potentially qualified members can be cited as an excuse for failure to initiate; rather, it would appear the blame must fall solely on a disinterested local sponsor. Second, the regional organizations that stand between the local chapters and the national offices can scarcely be called flourishing. One region is frankly moribund and several are in serious arrears in the matter of conducting elections for regional officers. It should be one of the duties of governors to maintain contact with the chapters in their regions, but one suspects that few governors are trying to do this. Third, on the national level, the Secretary’s office sometimes does not know who is the sponsor of a local chapter, and one looks in vain for activity on the part of the Student Officers of DSR-TKA.

Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha can become, once again, the active force for promoting both forensics and speech education in general that it was intended to be. But if these goals are to be realized, there must be a revitalization on all levels in this organization. Chapter sponsors must become far more active in initiating members into the fraternity. The regions must undertake a more active role than they have currently been assuming. Not just a few, but all regions should sponsor regional tournaments at some time during the year. Governors should play a more active role in promoting DSR-TKA in their regions. The national officers urge any member to forward suggestions to them as to ways in which they can better serve the membership.

We approach a new decade, and it may be a critical one for DSR-TKA. We can no longer delay undertaking positive measures if our fraternity is to be a meaningful one.
THE COUNTERPLAN AS DISADVANTAGE

ROBERT J. BRANHAM

The counterplan has emerged in the past decade as a prominent, if not predominant, refutative strategy for negative debaters. Its frequency of employment has increased dramatically, and its acceptability as a strategy is now largely unquestioned.1 Strangely, this remarkable ascendence has prompted little theoretical literature.2 It has prompted numerous theoretical conflicts in practice which remain unaddressed and unresolved.

The most numerous and serious conflicts appear to cluster around the issue of counterplan competitiveness. Competitiveness is the essential factor in the determination of logical weight and standing for the counterplan. It describes the relationship between counterplan and plan and explains why acceptance of the counterplan should warrant rejection of the plan and resolution. For all its importance, competitiveness is generally debated and determined by reference to conventional rules for which the logical bases have been forgotten or unexplained.

When academic debating was less a matter of policy evaluation than the display and criticism of individual advocacy and refutation skills, competitiveness seems to have emerged as a fairness rule.3 The function of competitiveness was to provide a degree of argumentative relevance—"clash" between affirmative and negative speakers. In pedagogy and in practice, this fairness rule was eventually expressed as a simple dictum: the counterplan must better meet the affirmative needs. The advocates of a counterplan were held to concede the affirmative's justification for action, while providing a non-resolutional alternative for the attainment of these shared objectives.

With growing acceptance of the "policy systems" and "hypothesis testing" paradigms for evaluation of debates, competitiveness rules changed. The affirmative is now viewed generally as advocating a proposition of policy whose advantages must be calculated through reference to some (or all) non-resolutional alternatives. Lichtman and Rohrer's recent overview of systems theory identifies two independent criteria which may be satisfied in the demonstration of counterplan competitiveness: Mutual exclusivity between plan and counterplan; and the comparative desirability of adopting the counterplan alone rather than in combination with the affirmative plan. Both standards insist that the negative provide reasons why acceptance of both counterplan and plan is impossible or undesirable. This new set of rules shifts the focus of the traditional competitiveness standard. Demonstration that the counterplan meets the affirmative's justification for action, while requiring the additional determination that acceptance of such policy redundancy is impossible or undesirable. The negative, beyond simple presentation of the counterplan, must sup-


discussion of the likelihood of such possible responses being implemented and the degree to which the plan adoption might influence this probability.

The affirmative faced with a counterplan might choose a similar course of response. If the counterplan is viewed as a disadvantage, the affirmative might seek to test its relevance by proposing a "counter-counterplan." An affirmative team might present and defend a third policy option in the debate which is non-competitive with the original plan and which obtains the "unique" counterplan advantages. This third policy need not be resolutional; it need only be demonstrably compatible with the plan. Like the affirmative response to the conventional disadvantage outlined above, the counter-counterplan would not enjoy implementational fiat, but would instead be weighed as a probable response of a system operating after the adoption of the original plan.

3. Fiat Implications

The weight accorded a disadvantage in a decision is generally thought to be a product of three factors: significance of costs; probability of occurrence; and uniqueness to the plan. If the counterplan operates as a disadvantage, its ability to demonstrate probability and uniqueness requires more than simple competition. The counterplan advocates must offer some assurance that the proposal precluded by plan adoption bears some likelihood of adoption without the plan. A legislative committee considering legislation to adopt a plan for televised safety promotions would presumably abandon this proposal if informed that television would soon be outlawed. Their willingness to do so, however, depends heavily upon their conclusion that the ban is probable. Without this assurance, they might well decide to shoulder the risk of future obsolescence.

The extent to which the disadvantage of precluded counterplan adoption is unique to the affirmative plan depends upon two factors: (1) The likelihood of counterplan adoption without the plan; and (2) The degree to which plan adoption reduces this likelihood. Without substantiation of these two conditions, the risk that plan implementation will preclude adoption of a more desirable policy alternative can hardly be judged significant. Even if our imaginary legislative committee felt that a television ban was likely in the near future and would render their proposed safety campaign irrelevant, they might be willing to press ahead for passage given any doubts about the passage of the ban, probability of a time lag between campaign institution and ban implementation, or the belief that initiation of the televised campaign would not seriously impair the chances for adoption of the more desirable ban.

Such a stipulation strikes at the heart of modern counterplan debate. Of all the issues in counterplan theory, perhaps the least controversial might be the ability of the negative to fiat its proposal. Lichtman and Rohrer summarize this consensus as follows:

Similarly, if the negative team chooses not to defend the existing order, but to propose additional competitors to the affirmative plan ... it need not assume responsibility for demonstrating the political viability of these alternatives. As a reasonable means of opposing adoption of the resolution, the negative could claim that we "should" take another course of action instead.⁴

Why is the negative given fiat power? Perhaps because, like Lichtman and Rohrer, theorists have recognized the special properties and requirements of the “should” proposition defended by the affirmative and sought to apply the concept to the negative. The affirmative logically need not demonstrate the political viability of the plan to hold that it should be adopted. Despite the now common portrait of the negative team as advocates of competing policy alternatives, we are left with only one essential proposition in the round: the affirmative’s claim that the resolution (as embodied in the plan) should be adopted. Defense by the negative of an alternative “should” proposition is not, by itself, enough to demonstrate that we should not also adopt the plan. Nor does competitiveness by itself make the negative’s “should” proposition a denial of the affirmative’s.

It is possible for us to conclude that both the televised safety campaign and the television ban should be adopted. The fact that we cannot do both does not change this judgment of mutual desirability. Defense of the proposition that we should not adopt the plan because of a counterplan requires some assurance that through plan implementation we significantly reduce the chances of adopting the more desirable counterplan. Further, in order for this risk to bear much weight, we must be convinced that some significant chance exists without the plan for counterplan adoption. Only in this way does the fact that we “should” adopt a counterplan imply that we should not adopt the plan. Adopting a plan entails the risk that another policy might not be instituted as a result. The counterplan is a means by which this risk may be formally assessed, but contributes by its text only an idea of what might be missed. The assessment of the degree of risk involved requires a demonstration of the increased probability that this alternative will be ignored or avoided.

By this view, the negative always defends the present system—whether for its own merits or for its comparative likelihood of implementing the counterplan. Two additional lines of affirmative defense are thus added by the reconceptualization of counterplan as disadvantage: (1) The demonstration that likelihood of counterplan passage is insignificant even without the plan (the counterplan/disadvantage is non-unique); and (2) The conceivable demonstration that plan adoption may improve the chances for counterplan adoption over those now faced in the present system.

Conclusion

If accepted, the view of the counterplan as disadvantage would prompt major alterations in the practice and evaluation of counterplan advocacy. It is safe to assume that the meteoric rise in popularity of the counterplan is largely attributable to the negative’s ability in pursuing such a strategy to avoid facing the issues of political viability which have so diminished the appearance of the “minor repair.”

While not a death knell for counterplans, the view of counterplan as disadvantage would impose far greater burdens upon counterplan advocates than in the past and might (as in the case of the television ban example) render certain counterproposals practically indefensible. Such a view should be neither lightly accepted nor lightly dismissed.

The purpose of this discussion has been to point out a discrepancy between the logical weight assigned to counterplans in the decision process and the burdens conventionally required of counterplan advocates for this weight to be imposed. We might choose to ignore this discrepancy, even if we accept its existence, in the name of “fairness”—a misnomer, generally applied to our intuition that affirmative and negative burdens are rea-
leviate a social problem. The distinct possibility exists that resolutorial
alternatives would be enacted.

Unger argued that the debate critic should jettison topical solutions in
the same fashion that the critic might jettison nontopical plan provisions
or topical minor repairs: "Two helpful analogies spring to mind (A) Neg-
ative repairs which are argued by the affirmative to be topical and (B)
Affirmative plan provisions which are alleged to be extra, or non, or anti,
or contra—or whatever prefix may be in vogue—topical. In each instance
the offending policy stance is most generally held to be removed from the
debate . . . ."

To simply disallow implementation of topical alternatives is not a rea-
sonable standard of nontopicality to impose upon the studies counterplan
because it is contradictory to the philosophy of the studies counterplan.
The negative position in the debate is not to adopt any nontopical alter-
natives that are worthwhile but to implement the optimal solution to the
problem at the conclusion of the studies mandated by the negative. The
best nontopical solution may well not be the optimal solution.

The importance of the shift from optimal solution to best nontopical
solution by the negative if the studies favor a topical solution is heightened
by the fact that nontopical solutions to a problem might well not exist.
Assuming that affirmative case areas have been topical, it may be difficult
to discover nontopical solutions to certain affirmative problem areas. For
example, the most popular affirmative case on the consumer product safety
topic was probably the installation of airbags in automobiles. The most
likely alternative to airbags was the increased use of seatbelts, which was
also a popular affirmative case. A similar example on the felony crime topic
was the case on felony spouse abuse. Topicality on this case usually de-
pended upon the affirmative winning that freeing the police and court
time made spouse abuse a topical case. Using that standard of topicality,
any solution to felony spouse abuse would be topical because the police
and courts would have more time to investigate and prosecute other felony
crimes.

If topical policies were to be removed from the debate, then the negative
should be expected to do two things. First, the negative should be able to
enumerate a number of possible solutions that are nontopical. Second, the
negative should be expected to indicate that one of these nontopical so-
lutions would be likely to be determined the optimal solution.

Unger's second nontopicality defense of the studies counterplan was
that a results standard for topicality was unreasonable; "What the negative
has undertaken to perform is to alter the nature of the inputs into the
decision making process. Once an alteration has been made, the process
continues to operate as a natural ongoing functioning mechanism of the
present system . . . . For example, if in future years the electoral process
produces a more liberal Congress and Executive Branch which operates

---

4 Unger, p. 3.
6 This argument should not be construed in such a manner as to indicate that
all counterplans are topical. Some approaches, such as changing the agent in the
topic, would necessarily be nontopical. These examples are meant only to indicate
that certain topics are interpreted so liberally by debaters and critics that all reason-
able solutions to the affirmative problem area would be topical. In these circum-
stances, it would seem that the negative must win topicality in order to carry
the counterplan. If that is true, then the studies counterplan would seem fruit-
less.
to expand employment opportunities, it would be difficult for an affirmative to argue that such a manifestation of the natural workings of the electoral system was topical and, hence, unacceptable ground for the negative, even though it was certain or likely to take place.

This argument is nothing more than a dynamic status quo argument, that is, Congress could adopt the proposal if it wished to and it may adopt it at some point in the future. This argument has traditionally been considered to be an inherency argument rather than a nontopicality argument. Furthermore, it is generally considered an invalid argument because Congress could adopt anything it pleases to adopt. However, that does not mean that there is a high probability that it will adopt a particular policy. Acceptance of this particular argument would mean that no affirmative case could be voted for because Congress could adopt it at some time in the future.

Unger erroneously drew a distinction between artificially altering policies through the use of affirmative fiat and action that alters the inputs into a decision making process such that the system itself naturally produces topical results. If the key to the distinction is that the studies counterplan avoids artificial alteration of the decision making process which burdens the affirmative plan, there is no real distinction between the studies counterplan and the affirmative plan. There is no distinction because the studies counterplan is also an artificial alteration of the status quo because the studies counterplan fiat into existence the agency that conducts the studies and, at a minimum, disseminates that information much more efficiently than the status quo. The status quo would not, presumably, conduct the studies mandated by the counterplan because the counterplan would be unnecessary if the status quo were adequately studying the problem. If a structural change is a qualitative change in the nature of the present system, as Wood suggested, then the studies counterplan could be considered to be topical if it suggested a topical solution. If one were to consider the entire decision making process, then the argument that the studies counterplan is not topical because it does not change the decision making process is false because the studies counterplan does alter the decision making process by providing a structure to gather information that the present system would not be inclined to gather.

Additionally, the wording of the resolution may also make the studies counterplan a topical approach. The 1978–79 intercollegiate debate resolution, which called for the federal government to implement a program to guarantee employment opportunities for all United States citizens in the labor force, is an excellent example of a resolution which restricted the use of the studies counterplan. Loosely defined, a program is a “plan of action.” When the negative begins to study the employment situation, in this circumstance, it is implementing a plan of action which addresses itself to the need area assigned to the affirmative. This is especially true when the negative argues that studies are a necessary step in the selection

---

7 Unger, p. 15.
8 Unger, p. 16.
9 Roy V. Wood, Strategic Debate (Skokie, Illinois: National Textbook Company, 1972), p. 78. Wood used this argument on inherency rather than topicality, but, given the nature of this particular topicality argument, it would appear to be applicable.
teams argue about what policies should be adopted not whether or not the plan would be adopted or stay in effect.

Finally, recent affirmative plans may well negate the possibility of coexistence of the plan and the studies counterplan. Since many plans now call for research, development and implementation of any, topical "cost effective" solutions to the problem, the affirmative and the studies counterplan would both seem to provide for the adoption of the same programs. While the two could both require or imply adoption of the same mechanism and coexist, there does not seem to be any good reason to have two plans that do the same thing.

The studies counterplan is not competitive in the traditional "equal results" standard or the more contemporary standard of coexistence. The studies counterplan fails to meet the equal results standard because the time lag denies absolute equality of results and because there is no guarantee that the optimal or even the best policy will be adopted after study. The studies counterplan fails to meet the coexistence standard of competitiveness because the affirmative action should not limit future research and action.

Summary

The two most commonly applied requirements of any counterplan are nontopicality and competitiveness. The studies counterplan fails to meet either of these two theoretical burdens.
A THEORY OF THE "TURNAROUND"

WALTER ULRICH

One of the recent trends in academic debate has been the increased use by affirmative teams of the "turnaround." Essentially, this strategy involves an affirmative team arguing that, not only will its plan not create a disadvantage but that its plan will prevent a disadvantage from occurring. The affirmative thus converts a negative disadvantage into an independent reason to vote for the affirmative plan. This strategy is very useful to an advocate, since it shifts the team from a defensive stance to an offensive position, and thus benefits the team logically and psychologically. While in many ways this argument is not new (it is a modification of the "turning the tables" argument), the increased emphasis on turnarounds has come at a time when the theory behind the practice has not been discussed seriously, either in debate literature or, surprisingly, in most debate rounds. As a consequence, many debaters, when confronted with a turnaround, do not consider its theoretical requirements and instead make arguments in a vacuum. This essay will attempt to explain some of the causes of the increased use of turnarounds, suggest some standards for evaluating turnarounds, and provide guidelines for debating turnarounds.

Increased use of turnarounds has resulted from two characteristics of contemporary debate. The first is the increased use of risk analysis by debaters. Several popular disadvantages argued by negative teams initially claim a very large impact. When the links to the disadvantage are challenged, negatives often argue that, even if there is no certainty of a disadvantage, since the impact of the disadvantage is so great, any risk of the plan producing the disadvantage is enough to vote against the case. Since the weight given a disadvantage is calculated by multiplying the harm by the probability of its occurrence, a very improbable disadvantage which has a great impact could outweigh many advantages. It is hard to reduce the risk of any disadvantage to zero, but since the initial link between the plan and the disadvantage is often tenuous, the affirmative has another option open to them. The strongest affirmative tactic is to use risk analysis to their advantage by "turning" the disadvantage and arguing there is as much risk that the plan will be beneficial as that it will be harmful. The affirmative thus might argue that while there is a risk that the plan might melt the polar icecaps, there is also the risk that the plan, by increasing the world temperature, could save the world from an ice age. By turning around the disadvantage, the affirmative avoids the task of reducing the risk of a disadvantage to zero. The negative risk is balanced by the affirmative team's risk, so a judge is likely to view any net risk as insignificant, since its direction is unknown.

Turnarounds have also been used to protect an affirmative against a negative team that argues a large number of poorly developed plan attacks. Negative teams often present many plan attacks and disadvantages in a round, planning to drop the weaker ones in rebuttals. When a disadvantage is "turned," however, the negative team is prevented from dropping that disadvantage without giving the affirmative an advantage. Thus the negative team hurts itself by presenting a large number of superficial disad-

Walter Ulrich is Assistant Professor of Speech and Assistant Director of Debate at West Georgia College.
be claimed in both affirmative rebuttals, and the initial explanation should be adequate enough for the negative to be able to respond to the argument in a critical manner. Failure to do this will undermine the viability of the critical evaluation of policies, since the turnaround would not become clear until it is impossible for it to be critically evaluated by the negative team.

In addition to these theoretical arguments, there are some practical strategies a team should use in debating a turnaround. First, it is vital that turnarounds should not be dropped. Even if a team does not plan to win a specific disadvantage, they should explain why it is not “turned” before they respond to other arguments; otherwise the affirmative team would win an advantage by default. Second, teams need to be alert for affirmative mistakes. Some affirmative teams will argue contradictory turnarounds by attempting to “turn” both the link to the disadvantage and the impact of the disadvantage. A team may argue both that food aid is bad and that its plan increases food aid. A wise second negative would concede both “turns,” but argue that, if both turnarounds are true, then the plan, by increasing bad food aid, is undesirable. Some may argue that this is not a legitimate strategy, since the second negative rebuttal position contradicts the second negative constructive position, but since the affirmative team members also contradict themselves, and the affirmative positions are better defended than the initial negative position, a wise policy matter would be to act in the appropriate manner suggested by the best (i.e., affirmative) evidence. In any argument which attempts to discover the truth, it is sometimes required that an advocate admit that he/she was wrong, and then to examine the impact of his/her new view of reality. In this case, the second negative rebuttalist would admit to being in error, but would note that the new information calls for a rejection of the plan.

Third, often turnarounds do not deny the initial link to a disadvantage. Often policies have multiple effects. It may be that a plan will both save money and cost some money at the same time, or that an economic program will have both good and bad consequences. In “turning” a disadvantage, however, affirmative teams often do not dispute the initial negative link to the disadvantage. Thus the question becomes whether the affirmative link (or harm) evidence is better than the negative evidence. The turnaround thus develops into a debate within a debate: the second negative should argue that the initial link to the disadvantage is stronger than the link to the turnaround, or that the bad effects of the disadvantage outweigh the good effects, while the affirmative should argue the opposite is true. The initial links and evidence should be weighed against the affirmative evidence.

It may also be wise in some cases to present disadvantages in the first negative speech to give the negative more time to respond to the turnarounds, a strategy gaining wider and wider acceptance. Finally, the best way to prevent losing a debate because of a turnaround is to argue disadvantages that are unlikely to be turned around. Be sure you know your disadvantages well and that you have anticipated all possible turnarounds.

It is likely that turnarounds will remain an issue in the debate community for a long time. The amount of success that affirmative teams have had with turnarounds has even caused many negative teams to debate advantages as if they were disadvantages and to try to “turn around” advantages. This increased use of turnarounds should not continue without an understanding of the requirements of turnarounds. Hopefully the guidelines suggested in this essay will act as a springboard for further examinations of the turnaround.
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CHAPTERS AND SPONSORS

Note: DSR-TKA chapters are listed below in the regions to which they belong. Please notify the regional governors and National Secretary of any errors in the list. Chapter sponsors and forensics directors are named for each school. Unless otherwise indicated, the individual named serves both functions.

REGION I

Governor: Jack Lynch, St. Anselm’s College

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chapter and Address</th>
<th>Chapter Sponsor and Forensics Director</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bates, Lewiston, ME</td>
<td>Robert Branham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridgeport, Bridgeport, CT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dartmouth, Hanover, NH</td>
<td>Herbert L. James</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerson, Boston, MA</td>
<td>John C. Zacharis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts, Amherst, MA</td>
<td>Ronald J. Matlon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire, Durham, NH</td>
<td>W. L. Sims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island, Kingston, RI</td>
<td>Richard W. Roth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Anselm’s, Manchester, NH</td>
<td>John A. Lynch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suffolk, Boston, MA</td>
<td>Edward Harris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont, Burlington, VT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wesleyan, Middletown, CT</td>
<td>James Fuller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yale, New Haven, CT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

REGION II

Governor: James J. Hall, St. John’s University, Jamaica, NY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chapter and Address</th>
<th>Chapter Sponsor and Forensics Director</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brooklyn, Brooklyn, NY</td>
<td>James R. Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlow, Pittsburg, PA</td>
<td>Thomas Hopkins (Sp.); Richard L. Schoen (Dir.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colgate, Hamilton, NY</td>
<td>H. G. Behler (Sp.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornell, Ithaca, PA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.W. Post College of Long Island U., Greenvale, NY</td>
<td>Arthur N. Kruger (Sp.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dickinson, Carlisle, PA</td>
<td>David Brubaker (Sp.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabethtown, Elizabethtown, PA</td>
<td>Jobie E. Riley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamilton, Clinton, NY</td>
<td>Warren E. Wright (Sp.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King’s, Wilkes Barre, PA</td>
<td>Robert E. Connelly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lehigh, Bethlehem, PA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, New York, NY</td>
<td>Fay Oppenheimer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pace, New York, NY</td>
<td>Frank Colbourn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA</td>
<td>John Schaetzl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania State, University Park, PA</td>
<td>Jeanne Lutz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA</td>
<td>Thomas Kane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queens, Flushing, NY</td>
<td>Dan Hahn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rutgers, New Brunswick, NJ</td>
<td>J. Louis Campbell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. John’s, Jamaica, NY</td>
<td>James Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Lawrence, Canton, NY</td>
<td>Joan Donovan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scranton, Scranton, PA</td>
<td>Edward F. Warner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slippery Rock State, Slippery Rock, PA</td>
<td>William Barnett and Theodore Walwick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUNY at Albany, Albany, NY</td>
<td>Richard W. Wilkie (Sp.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUNY College at Cortland, Cortland, NY</td>
<td>Raymond S. Beard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susquehanna, Selinsgrove, PA</td>
<td>Larry D. Augustine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syracuse, Syracuse, NY</td>
<td>Alice Cummings (Sp.); Fred Agnir (Dir.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temple, Philadelphia, PA</td>
<td>Ralph Towne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington and Jefferson, Washington, PA</td>
<td>James C. Greenwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westminster, New Wilmington, PA</td>
<td>Walter E. Scheid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeshiva, New York, NY</td>
<td>David Fleisher</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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REGION III

Governor: Halford Ryan, Washington & Lee University

American, Washington, DC............. Jerome B. Polisky (Sp.); N. Scott Sacks (Dir.)
Bridgewater, Bridgewater, VA............. Dale Mekeel
Emory and Henry, Emory, VA............. James E. Tomlinson
Delaware, Newark, DE............. Mike Overking
Fairmont State, Fairmont, WV............. Mike Overking
George Washington, Washington, DC............. Steve Keller
Hampden-Sydney, Sydney, VA............. John L. Brinkley
Hampton Institute, Hampton, VA............. Catherine A. Howe
Howard, Washington, DC............. Noel Myrick (Sp.)
James Madison, Harrisonburg, VA............. John Morello
Maryland, College Park, MD............. Terrence Doyle
Morgan State, Baltimore, MD............. Ritchie Watson
Randolph-Macon, Ashland, VA............. Robert L. Frank
Richmond, Richmond, VA............. William R. Coulter
Virginia, Charlottesville, VA............. Phillip Warken
Virginia Military Institute, Lexington, VA............. Paul Thomas
Virginia Polytechnic, Blacksburg, VA............. Paul Thomas
Washington and Lee, Lexington, VA............. Halford Ryan
West Virginia, Morgantown, VA............. Henry L. Ruf
West Virginia Wesleyan, Buckhannon, WV............. Carl Flaningam
William and Mary, Williamsburg, VA............. Gary Pike

REGION IV

Governor: Kassian Kovalcheck, Vanderbilt University

Alabama, University, AL............. E. Culpepper Clark
Auburn, Auburn, AL............. David Thomas
Berea, Berea, KY............. Lynne Webb
Clemson, Clemson, SC............. Charles Montgomery
Davidson, Davidson, NC............. Jean Cornell
Duke, Durham, NC............. Lloyd E. Rohler
East Tennessee, Johnson City, TN............. Richard Dean
Eastern Kentucky, Richmond, KY............. Max B. Huss
Emory, Atlanta, GA............. Melissa Wade
Florida, Gainesville, FL............. Donald E. Williams (Sp.)
Florida State, Tallahassee, FL............. Marilyn Young (Dir.)
Georgia, Athens, GA............. Sandra K. Pence
Kentucky, Lexington, KY............. J.W. Patterson
Mercer, Macon, GA............. Gerre Price (Sp.)
Miami, Coral Cables, FL............. David A. Acton
Mississippi, University, MS............. Ty Warren
Mississippi State, Mississippi St., MS............. Sidney R. Hill, Jr.
Murray State, Murray, KY............. Robert A. Valentine
North Alabama, Florence, AL............. Emily Richeson
North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC............. Bill Balthrop
North Carolina, Greensboro, NC............. L. Dean Fadely
Samford, Birmingham, AL............. Skip Coulter
South Alabama, Mobile, AL............. Skip Coulter
South Carolina, Columbia, SC............. Skip Coulter
Spring Hill, Mobile, AL............. Bettie Hudgens
Tennessee, Knoxville, TN............. Al Juodvalkis
Valdosta State, Valdosta, GA............. Eugene Balof
Vanderbilt, Nashville, TN............. Kassian Kovalcheck
Wake Forest, Winston-Salem, NC............. Alan Louden
Western Kentucky, Bowling Green, KY............. Larry M. Caillouet
Wingate College, Wingate, NC............. Keith Griffin
REGION V
Governor: George Ziegelmueller, Wayne State University

Albion, Albion, MI ................................................................. Roger Smitter
Alma, Alma, MI ................................................................. Mary Welch
Ball State, Muncie, IN ......................................................... James Benson
Butler, Indianapolis, IN ..................................................... Nicholas M. Cripe
Capital, Columbia, OH ......................................................... Thomas Ludlum
Chicago, Chicago, IL ......................................................... Charles D. O’Connell (Sp.); Donald Bingle (Dir.)
Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH ................................................. Lucille Pederson (Sp.); Greg Berwinkle (Dir.)
Denison, Granville, OH ....................................................... William A. Dresser
DePauw, Greencastle, IN .................................................... Robert O. Weiss
Hanover, Hanover, IN ......................................................... Stanley Wheeler
Hiram, Hiram, OH .............................................................. Linda Pierce
Illinois, Urbana, IL ............................................................. Kenneth Andersen
Illinois State, Normal, IL .................................................... Thomas Hollihan
Indiana, Bloomington, IN .................................................. J. Jeffery Auer
Indiana State, Terre Haute, IN ........................................... Marjorie Hesler
John Carroll, Cleveland, OH .............................................. Austin J. Freeley
Loyola, Chicago, IL ............................................................ Elaine Bruggemeier
Manchester, North Manchester, IN ..................................... Ronald Aungst
Miami, Oxford, OH ........................................................... Robert Friedenberg (Sp.); Glen Clatterbuck (Dir.)
Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI ................................................... C. William Colbourn (Sp.)
Michigan State, East Lansing, MI ......................................... Patricia Van de Voort
Muskingum, New Concord, OH ........................................... Tom Goodnight
Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN .............................................. Timothy Cross (Dir.)
Oberlin, Oberlin, OH ........................................................ Daniel Goulding (Sp.); Tim Porter (Dir.)
Ohio, Athens, OH ............................................................. Anita James
Ohio State, Columbus, OH .................................................. Edward Robinson
Ohio Wesleyan, Delaware, OH ............................................. Donald Shields
Rose-Hulman, Terre Haute, IN .......................................... Norbert H. Mills
Toledo, Toledo, OH ............................................................ Joseph O’Rourke (Sp.); James Flynn (Dir.)
Wayne State, Detroit, MI ................................................... George Ziegelmueller
Western Michigan, Kalamazoo, MI ..................................... Howard Dooley
Wittenberg, Springfield, OH .............................................. Ernest Dayka
Wooster, Wooster, OH ........................................................ Gerald H. Sanders
Xavier, Cincinnati, OH ....................................................... William A. Jones

REGION VI
Governor: Vernon McGuire, Texas Tech University

Louisiana State, Baton Rouge, LA ....................................... Harold Mixon
Oklahoma, Norman, OK ..................................................... Susan DiFrancesco
Southern Methodist, Dallas, TX ....................................... Richard Cherwitz
Texas, Austin, TX ............................................................ Vernon McGuire
Texas Tech, Lubbock, TX .................................................. Barbara Warnick
Tulane, New Orleans, LA ..................................................

REGION VII
Governor: Donn Parson, University of Kansas

Creighton, Omaha, NB ........................................................ Fr. Marion Sitzman
Grinnell, Grinnell, IA .........................................................
Iowa State, Ames, IA ........................................................ James Weaver (Sp.); Thomas Harris (Dir.)
Iowa, Iowa City, IA .......................................................... Robert Kemp
Kansas, Lawrence, KS ........................................................ Donn Parson
Kansas State, Manhattan, KS ............................................ Harold J. Nichols
Missouri, Columbia, MO ................................................... James Gibson (Sp.); Karen Chapman (Dir.)
Nebraska, Lincoln, NB ...................................................... James Klupp
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Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, IA ............................... Bill Henderson
Southwest Missouri, Springfield, MO .......................... Richard Stovall
Wichita State, Wichita, KS ................................. John Schunk

REGION VIII

Governor: Larry Schnoor, Mankato State College

Augustana, Sioux Falls, SD ................................... Mike Pfau
Mankato, Mankato, MN ...................................... Larry Schnoor
Marquette, Milwaukee, WI .................................. Therese Felt
Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN .............................. Marsha Doyle
North Dakota, Grand Forks, ND ............................ Greg H. Gardner
South Dakota, Vermillion, SD .................................
Wisconsin, Madison, WI ......................................
Wisconsin, Milwaukee, WI ................................. Ruth McGaffey

REGION IX

Governor: Wayne Callaway, University of Wyoming

Brigham Young, Provo, UT ................................... Jed Richardson
Colorado, Boulder, CO .................................
Colorado College, Colorado Springs, CO ................. James A. Johnson
Denver, Denver, CO ............................ Robert Trapp
New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM ............................ Dan DeStephen
New Mexico Highlands, Las Vegas, NM ....................... Walter Brunet
Utah, Salt Lake City, UT .................................. Jack Rhodes
Utah State, Logan, UT ................................... Rex E. Robinson (Sp.); Bonnie Spillman (Dir.)
Weber State, Ogden, UT ................................... John Hebestreet
Wyoming, Laramie, WY ................................. B. Wayne Callaway

REGION X

Governor: John DeBross, University of Southern California

California State, Fullerton, CA ............................... Lucy B. Keele
California State, Long Beach, CA .......................... Jack Howe
California State, San Francisco, San Francisco, CA ........ Lawrence Medcalf
Nevada, Reno, NV ........................................ Kathryn Landreth
Occidental, Los Angeles, CA ............................... Gregory Payne
Oregon, Eugene, OR ....................................... Gary Cross
Oregon State, Corvallis, OR ............................ Thurston Dolar (Sp.)
Pacific, Forest Grove, OR ................................. Daniel W. Scott
University of San Francisco, San Francisco, CA .............. James Dempsey
Southern California, Los Angeles, CA ............... John DeBross and James McBath
Stanford, Palo Alto, CA ........................................
Washington State, Pullman, WA ............................ Remo P. Fausti
Whittier, Whittier, CA ................................. Gerald Paul
Willamette, Salem, OR ................................ Howard Runkel (Sp.); Thomas G. Matthes (Dir.)
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